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The 3rd edition is currently available with expanded information and a
lot more than 100 additional protocols. amazon. With about 42 essential
natural oils in your crisis preparedness package, Dr.ie=UTF8 Be prepared
to take charge of your health with Surviving When Modern Medication
Fails! Would you have the ability to survive if you were take off from
vital medical treatment and prescription medicines throughout a crisis?
Johnson offers a definitive, specific and easy to follow guideline
arming you with indispensable information to manage more than 350 common
health issues. In this invaluable resource, Dr. Johnson shares essential
information which could potentially save your valuable life when modern
medicine collapses following a disaster. Scott A.com/3rd-Edition-Survivi
ng-definitive-Essential/dp/099641391X/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_product_top? This
situation is far too familiar, affecting thousands of people over the
last 10 years who struggled to outlive calamities when isolated from
health care. • Expanded security data, including known drug interactions
and contraindications • Today over 350 protocols for health conditions •
New topical and oral dosage recommendations and suggested dilution
ratios • Profiles and benefits of popular carrier oils • Gas chemistry
essentials – summaries of common gas constituents • Clarification of
liver toxicity reports and allergies or sensitivities to important oils
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IN-DEPTH Review FOR ALL THOSE Interested TO LEARN If This Publication Is
For You What I am about to offer you can be an comprehensive review on
the reserve Surviving When Modern Medicine Fails. I am performing this
because I spent hours of study looking for a book that would satisfy my
needs for a library NOT ONLINE for those moments of power failing, or
God forbid disaster when internet is NOT there for you to consult. 175
web pages of awesomeness! Dr. That means it is easy to keep alongside
your gas stash or take with you should you desire to achieve this. Love
love love! You can find references to scientific journal studies if you
have an interest and would like to dig deeper. -I have found great mixes
to make and to try.This book is broken into sections. If you are
searching for a obviously written, concise book that has suggested
protocols to follow mixed with a huge amount of useful details, you
(like me) possess found it! Overpriced!Topics such as for example
building tolerance, implants, cancers, use around eyes, and other
cautions are covered- a lot, but not too much. I also love his basic and
direct protocols for a wide variety of physical problems and concerns.
Each gas is listed independently in chart form and it outlines any
cautions you might want to know about each oil individually.THE BOTTOM
LINEIf you would like to have basic information about health issues,
know about cautions and situations to avoid using necessary oils (or
which ones Never to use for pregnancy, in case you are epileptic, etc)
and other basic information regarding using essential oils in survival
level circumstances, this book is an excellent reference.APPLICATIONS
AND CARRIER OILSThis section outlines not merely you skill with the
oils, but the best way to use them. Benefits of different carrier
natural oils are outlined along with dilutions. I've used essential
natural oils for over 15 years and have not found a far more complete
guide with regards to how exactly to use and how much to make use of for
children.?" -There certainly are a ton of ailments which are detailed in
this reserve. However, this section may be the most helpful when you
need help quickly. These details is for use in disaster situations where
medical help is not available. What I appreciate may be the detailed
information Scott Johnson has provided, and that he's listed the study
of the Evidence-Based information at the end of the book.I must say that
book has come in VERY handy for what I have needed it for. I have had to
cope with a wide variety of uses inside our family.. I have used the
recommended mix (adding a few extras that I understood would help) and
also have had excellent results with them.I've also had the chance to
help my parents which was very successful utilizing the pain mix for
back pain.WHAT I WISH THIS BOOK INCLUDEDBecause this is about surviving
and disasters, I would like to see a bit more info added about using
necessary oils for pets- what is safe, what's not, etc. Because in
instances of hard living, that might be VERY helpful. This allows for
quick discussion with the info when you are looking at use of a mix that
you want to make just to be sure you are not going to cause problems

with yourself or family. I have personally tried several blends in this
book today and found them to work nicely not just for me, but other
members of my family who were not believers in important oils. This
reserve is simple and dark and white, if you are searching for pictures
and a lot of colors, this publication won't fill up that desire." -I'm
so pleased I purchased this book. Don't simply use this publication as a
reference information.We give this five stars and can update as I have
even more experience with it in the future. Excellent Essential Oil
Reference Book- ESSENTIAL for Every Household Excellent reference book
to have readily available! Very complete how exactly to use essential
oils and safety data sections. There is a chart that outlines different
fundamental oils and how best to administer them and what circumstances
to avoid with them. Every house that uses essential oils should have a
copy of the book on hand.DRUG INTERACTIONS AND CAUTIONSThis section is
well laid out. Scott Johnson is successful! This is an excellent book
with very useful information.. Pink eyes, Flu (severe), Fibromyalgia,
indigestion, and migraine. This 2nd edition from Dr. Great resource.
Five Stars Thanks If you speak to others or want to use natural oils for
yourself please purchase this book! The only bad issue is that over 40
webpages on the left hand aspect have a printing issue and a column down
the complete page is missing that makes it tough to learn:(, Make sure
you look over your book before the return date in case your copy has the
same problem. I didn't notice quick enough to be eligible to return the
book. I say if you ever speak to anyone about oils please please get
this book first.If you are not interested in in depth evaluations, then
my sections will be clearly labeled with different specifics so that you
can find what you would like, or skip to the finish for THE BOTTOM
LINEWHAT IS THIS Reserve LIKE?poor printing! Well written, easy to
follow and comprehensive info. There are a LOT of warnings, cautions, or
explanations of situations that you should find out about using
essential oils with.The first section of the book information
constituents of the oils and a bit of history. This is not, however, a
picture book. The book goes on to describe quite a number of natural
oils and their contraindications and possible interactions. This is
clearly presented and incredibly useful - especially for those who are
either pregnant, currently taking prescribed medications, or planning to
use natural oils on children.The book continues with an excellent
description/debate on various carrier oils and their properties, as well
as a discussion of methods of application. Once again, presented in a
fashion that makes sense without needing to weed out all of the
extraneous, no-so-important info. Easy-to-find Information on Necessary
Oils Informative reading for essential oils fans. Dilution ratios are
given and also application and dosing details.Have I mentioned
previously how obvious and concise this reserve is??SPECIFIC Wellness
CONDITIONSTo be honest with you, this is the section I must say i wanted
the book for. It's an excellent addition to whatever may be on your

bookshelf right now; if there's nothing there right now, this is a
fabulous first book! Great book! -This is a thin book, readable, it's
more of an overview with "recipes. I am very glad to have the prior
sections as they are wonderful for reference. -There are no "fillers"
that go on and on of paragraph information that you'll by no means read.
-I have bought one book that has information and tips when using
essential oils, and I purchased this for a quick reference without the
fluff, for a lot of quality recipes. This is a basic black and white
book with a few diagrams or Simple illustrations. -Very clear to see,
and very easy follow the "quality recipes. But also for basic
information to help your loved ones through some hard situations, this
book is excellent. I have used it a lot more than the internet and the
original book I bought when seeking a fresh combine to make to treat or
help with anything. and this one is undoubtedly the very best yet. The
amazing details with each individual important ...HOW USEFUL Offers THIS
BOOK BEEN FOR ME PERSONALLY?If it had information about animals (and
when essential oils could be at all useful for them) it would be about
perfect! The beginning chapters will educate you in the proper & safe
usage of essential natural oils. He also emphasizes that you should
consult medical practitioners for medical conditions if practitioners
are available. The amazing detail with each individual essential oil and
the suggestions for seeking medical guidance when required before self
diagnosing or self treating shows the integrity of this writer. I'm
enjoying many of Scott Johnson's publications, and appearance forward to
fresh publications to arrive. GREAT Function!Finally, the last 90 or so
pages list different health issues along with clear protocols. Uncertain
what Dr. Johnson's credentials are, but he doesn't promote any natural
oils company in particular which allows everyone to put their toe in the
water (so to speak). logical layout and great information excellent
information for using important oils to get our health and wellness
issues and well being. Both treating and avoidance of health issues Book
Great book Love this book! It has been my go to resource on everything
Essential Natural oils. It has gas education in the first chapters not
to mention the evidence structured protocols for a specific illness Very
handy, useful information Well organized with lots of information.
There's an excellent section on gas safety and contraindications for
particular oils and medical ailments, and also information on methods of
usage, carrier oils, and a section on particular conditions. Reviewers
who said it's just like Evidence-Based GAS Therapy are incorrect. Of
course SOME information is normally duplicated because we're talking
about the same natural oils and the same circumstances, but each book is
worth having for its own particular focus. I have both.This book is 6
inches by 9 inches and about 5/8 of an inch thick. Johnson can be
following French school of essential oil utilization, so reviewers who
say his recommendations are "unsafe" are just partially correct - you'll
want unadulterated oils which have been properly produced and stored for

the French therapeutic utilization to become valid and safe, and you
must understand what you are really doing and err on the side of
caution. I've his 1st 2 editions, which one is undoubtedly the best yet.
Each health is listed with fundamental blends that you can make to
simplicity the condition. I bought this book because it is necessary
reading for a class I want to consider, but I am extremely glad to own
it in my library. Five Stars Perfect for anyone thinking about using
Essential Oils in their every day life.. It is one of the best resources
that I have found. It isn't a coffee table reserve.!! I carry this
reserve with me all the time! It’s an easy read and has great
information. I have had great luck buying on Amazon but sometimes
returning can be an issue. That includes such topics as pregnancy,
epilepsy, hypoglycemia, children, ages of individuals for make use of
internally or simply topically, and many more.! Very overpriced!
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